The Conference Industry is First One to Affect and the Last One to be Recovered

Conventions in... COVID Kaal

A ZERO PERIOD FOR PHYSICAL MEETINGS
Meetings have either been cancelled or deferred

WHAT WE DO?
Professional conference organiser’s may go forward and organising virtual Meetings. The major role of PCO will be handling the online conference secretariat and handle services like delegate marketing, speaker management and program management.

The proposed role of the Professional conference may capture the below activities, as the lock down opens:

• Organising virtual meetings for clients, till the time no physical meetings are permissible, as per law of land, for different countries.

• After the lock down, opens, for first few months…Organising physical meetings with limited number of delegates and faculties, following the new normal way of meeting (following the physical distancing)

• Transmitting the same physical meeting on online platform. Pco will coordinate with those meetings and people who can’t attend meetings, will be sent a paid link, through which they can attend the conference from their own places through Live Transmission.

• The soft copy of the registration badges through an email and they have to take the printouts and get in to the conference. All lanyard with pouches will be place at the common area, Thereby NO ONSITE REGISTRATION at the venue, and avoiding Physical

• The meals will not be served in buffet, rather packed food will be distributed, from fixed counters, following physical distancing pattern.

• Safety kit at the conference venue that will include sanitizer, safety mark and one pair of gloves

• Every delegate / visitor / staff to be treated as Corona positive, therefore through, using Robotic Thermal Scanners for Detecting body temeperature entrance to ensure the safe and risk free event.

• Medical Emergency desk to be must for very gathering, with all required facilities.
How does the onsite meeting happen?

We will see the conferences will happen more in examination style rather than theatre or cluster style.

- Venues will have to rework on their convention areas. They need to provide a safe Conference environment and to ensure that people are not exposed to risks in terms of their health and safety. They will have to ensure that the event is safe and secure for all the staff and attendees.
- In the Post Covid era, venues have to work on social distancing style of seating also with gap of 8 - 10 ft.
- They should have a separate entry and exit.
- They will have to prepare a sanitising tunnel as a mandatory aspect for entry to the convention areas.